
Niels Dalgaard
Fan Guest of Honour will be Niels Dalgaard. Niels is
the most productive fanzine editor in Denmark,
primarily as the editor of Denmark’s longest-running
fanzine Proxima. He is also an SF scholar and has
written several academic and popular books about
the science fiction genre and science fiction writers
like the internationally respected Danish writer Svend
Åge Madsen, and he has translated numerous

novels and collections into Danish. He has been active in organised fandom
for more than 30 years. Niels has a PhD in Nordic literature and of course
wrote about science fiction in his thesis. He is currently working on a
complete bibliography of all science fiction ever published in Denmark.

Stanislaw Lem
We would have liked to invite Stanislaw Lem to be Guest of Honour, but he
unfortunately died recently, so we have made him ‘Ghost of Honour’
instead. Though best known for his novel Solaris, which has been adapted
to the silver screen twice, he has written numerous other science fiction
novels including The Futurological Congress, Peace on Earth and The

Cyberiad. His books have been translated into 41 languages and have
been sold in over 27 million copies. Eurocon 2007 will offer a number of
lectures about Stanislaw Lem and his writing.

Other guests
Among other guests will be  American fantasy artist Larry Elmore (Dragonlan-

ce, Sovereign Stone, Snartquest) who will exhibit a selection of his paintings.
From continental Europe we have Roelof Goudriaan, Jean-Pierre Laigle,
Frank Roger, Ralan, Ruth Nestvold, M von Schlegell, and more

Join Eurocon 2007!
Until August 1st, you can join Eurocon 2007 for just DKK 150 (or £ 15 or Euro
22.50) for all three days. After that, we only accept payment at the door
(DKK 100 per day or DKK 200 for all three days). We have agents in several
European countries (perhaps you got this folder from one). You can find
information about agents and online paying options at our website,
www.eurocon2007.dk, or you can contact us at info@eurocon2007.dk.
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Eurocon 2007
Eurocon 2007 will be the first Eurocon ever held in
Denmark! Deals have been made with several major
international guests, but we can guarantee that a
wide range of Scandinavian and continental
European writers, artists and editors will show up – as
well as hundreds of fans.

The venue chosen for Eurocon 2007 is Valby
Kulturhus, a community hall that has housed a dozen
national science fiction and anime conventions in
the past. It is located near a major Copenhagen
train station and close to several hotels and a youth hostel.

Eurocon 2007 offers a large and varied multi-track program that mixes
fantastic fiction with fantastic science. The program runs from Friday
afternoon to Sunday evening. There will be an art show, including many
paintings by Guest of Honour David A. Hardy. We will also offer a media
show including an anime program and a cosplay competition.

Watch www.eurocon2007.dkwww.eurocon2007.dkwww.eurocon2007.dkwww.eurocon2007.dk for upcoming news.

Guests of Honour
Eurocon 2007 will offer a wide range of local and international guests. Deals
have been made for the appearance of several major international guests
including:

David A. Hardy
David A. Hardy is one of the world's most renowned
space artists and has done work for more than 50
years for e.g. NASA as well as doing books with e.g.
Patrick Moore. He also did the painting for the
Eurocon 2007 poster. In 2003, the asteroid 1998
SB32 was named after him. Examples of his work
can be seen on his website: www.astroart.org.
Eurocon 2007 will feature a large exhibition of his
best space paintings.

Anne McCaffrey
Anne McCaffrey is one of the world's most popular
science fiction and fantasy writers. She is best known
for her series of Dragonriders of Pern books, but she
has written many other popular books, including The

Ship Who Sang, Acorna, Crystal Singer, Decision at

Doona and Freedom's Landing. In 2005, she was
named Grand Master by the Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers of America – one of only 23 writers,
living or dead, honoured this way. You can visit Anne

McCaffrey's website at www.annemccaffrey.net.

Stephen Baxter
Stephen Baxter is one of Britain’s best known science
fiction writers and has among other things done
several collaborations with Arthur C. Clarke. Baxter
has a background in natural science, and this is
reflected in his writing, which often deals with hard
science subjects. He has won numerous awards; his
novel The Time Ships (a sequel to H.G. Wells’ The

Time Machine) e.g. won no less than three major
awards I Britain and the US. Other books include

Vacuum Diagrams, Destiny’s Children, Anti Ice; Moonseed, Silverhair, Time’s

Eye, Sunstorm and The Light of Other Days (the last three written with Arthur
C. Clarke). You can visit his website at www.baxterium.org.uk.

Zoran ðivkoviƒ
The Serbian writer Zoran ðivkoviƒ is arguably the most
popular living science fiction author in Eastern
Europe. He has written 13 books, all of which have
been translated to English. His novel The Library won
the 2003 World Fantasy Award. He is well recognized
in literary circles across the globe and has been
compared with literary geniuses like Jorge Luis Borges
and Paul Auster. Other books include The Bridge,

Steps Through the Mist, and Hidden Camera. Visit his
official English website at www.zoran zivkovic.com.


